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Letter from the Board of Directors


Dear Friends,

It is with pleasure that we present this year’s Amazing Maasai Girls Project Annual Report to you, our 
donors, sponsors, supporters, and friends.

About the Amazing Maasai Girls Project

The Amazing Maasai Girls Project (AMGP) was founded as a U.S.-based 501c3 non-profit organization 
in 2011, with the mission to fund the secondary school education of girls from the various Maasai 
communities that surround the town of Kimanjo in Laikipia North, Kenya. Specifically, the scholarship 
funds the school fees of academically high-achieving and dedicated girls whose parents would 
otherwise be unable to afford to send their daughters to secondary school. 
 
At the time last year’s Annual Report was published, in September 2013, a total of 28 girls had places in 
school. We are pleased to outline in this report the details and results of the past 13 months’ activities.
 
Amazing Maasai Marathon, 2013 & 2014

In just four short years, we have been thrilled to see the success and expansion of our main fundraising 
event, the Amazing Maasai Marathon (AMM). The inaugural race in 2011 was a grassroots, off-the-radar 
community-based event, funded and attended by personal friends of the AMGP. Since our previous 
annual report was published, however, the 2013 and 2014 races have established the AMM as one of 
the “25 Best Adventure Marathons in the World” and drawn hundreds of runners from dozens of 
countries to participate. Additionally, the AMM has also expanded globally, taking on a burgeoning 
franchise format.
	  	  
Year 3 of the Amazing Maasai Marathon (then called the Amazing Maasai Ultra) took place on 
September 30, 2013, shortly after publication of last year’s Annual Report. Over 300 runners from more 
than 12 countries registered for the 75km, 42km and 21km races, and more than US$42,000 was raised 
from the event. Race results can be found here. 
 
To ensure the race’s continuity and longevity, in 2014 the AMGP partnered with Drumbeat Ltd., the 
Kenya-based team behind the Nairobi Marathon, to take over race operations and work with our ever-
committed local Laikipia team to put on the event, and with Boston-based experts Marathon Tours to 
take over the International Travel package and welcome runners from their wide network to attend a 
week of safari & cultural immersion before joining Race Weekend.
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Year 4 of the race was held on August 30, 2014, and continued in the very same spirit as previous years: 
a colorful community-based run alongside local Maasai runners, and a totally unique Kenya experience. 
To make the most effective use of limited resources, the 75km ultra marathon was dropped (and hence 
the Amazing Maasai Ultra was rechristened the Amazing Maasai Marathon) and greater emphasis was 
placed on the popular marathon and half-marathon distances. A 6.75km Fun Run was added and is 
here to stay. Results can be found online at here. In total, 122 runners attended and over US$14,600 
was raised in online donations. This is a wonderful achievement for the first year of operations under 
new management, especially considering Kenya’s current downturn in tourism. We look forward to 
working with Drumbeat and Marathon Tours as they continue building the Amazing Maasai Marathon 
brand into 2015 and beyond. 

Global Run 2014 

On August 30th, the very same day as the AMM in Kenya, more than 1,000 individuals in 39 locations 
across 15 countries joined the first annual Amazing Maasai Global Run. From London to Alaska, runners 
laced up their sneakers and hit the road, donating a run in support of girls’ education in Kenya.

To date, the Global Run has generated over US$10,600 in donations, as well as a tremendous volume of 
infectious enthusiasm and support. Combined with donations to the Amazing Maasai Marathon, over 
US$25,000 in new scholarship funds has been raised; not bad for a day of running! Special thanks to 
our City Captains for making the Global Run the smashing success that it was!

Big plans are already in the works for 2015’s Global Run, but in the meantime, you can view the Global 
Run 2014 video montage here.

Campaigns & Community Events, 2013-2014

•  Shanghai’s Silent Auction, September 2013 

Led by our Shanghai expatriate friends Quan Trinh & Heather McIsaac, the Silent Auction event 
raised US$3,500 by auctioning and raffling  prizes that included weekend resort getaways, multi-
course dinners, iPhone accessories, photography lessons, frozen yogurt and fitness classes!

•  Montreal’s Musical Fundraiser, April 2014 
A committed group of  students at Montreal's McGill University partnered up with The Amazing 
Maasai Girls Project in April this year, to hold a spring concert fundraiser for girls education in Kenya. 
The student event,  led by Maya Stein and her friends Evelyn Kaczmarek & Sandhya Sabapathy of 
Ettuchantes Student Music Society, raised $200 in one night, enough to cover the secondary school 
fees of a girl in Kenya for half a year.

•  Global Giving Campaign, June 2014 
Back in June, the AMGP participated in the Global Giving “Open Challenge”, a one-month online 
campaign, which generated US$1,325 in donations – and wonderful momentum for this year’s 
fundraising efforts. Thank you to everyone who contributed and helped us raise awareness of the 
AMGP via this fundraising platform. More information about the Global Giving campaign can be 
found here.
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Fundraising

The AMGP raised over US$46,000 and US$32,600 in additional scholarship funds in 2013 and 2014, 
respectively, bringing the cumulative scholarship funds raised since 2011 to over US$135,000.

Though funds raised in 2014 are notably less than those raised in 2013, owing largely to reduced 
international runner participation in the Amazing Maasai Marathon following Kenya’s current downturn in 
tourism, the success of the Global Run opens up the path for increased donations and more diversified 
fundraising sources going forward. We also anticipate donations directly generated from the race to 
climb back up to 2013 levels and higher as tourism improves and under the new leadership of Marathon 
Tours and Drumbeat.

As a matter of financial prudence, the AMGP does not allocate the entirety of a given year’s fundraising 
to scholarships for the next year’s intake of students, but holds some of those funds in reserve for two 
reasons. The first is to build a buffer or contingency fund to account for inflation in school fees (which in 
Kenya can be both high and volatile) and ensure that each of our Amazing Girls’ scholarships is 
adequately funded to see her through all four years of schooling. The second reason for withholding a 
portion of each year’s fundraising is to allow the AMGP to build an endowment fund, which would 
generate a stream of investment income to fund scholarships. Such an endowment would enable the 
AMGP to award a minimum number of new scholarships annually into perpetuity, independent of future 
levels of fundraising, or even in the event of a discontinuation of the Amazing Maasai Marathon or other 
fundraising activities, thus ensuring a continuing legacy of educating Maasai girls in Laikipia North.

A more detailed breakdown of funds raised is provided in the Fundraising Summary section on page 56.
 
Amazing Girls - 2014 & 2015 Intakes 

In February 2014, 10 new girls started secondary school on four-year scholarships funded by the 
Amazing Maasai Girls Project, bringing our current total to 38 Amazing Girls. 

It costs US$1,600 to 2,000 to educate a girl in Laikipia through all four years of secondary school, 
depending on which school she attends. The budget for each year’s intake is carefully calculated, 
allowing for anticipated inflation in school fees over four years. It is then the responsibility of our 
scholarship coordinator, Solomon Kimani, in consultation with local headmasters and community 
representatives, to decide how to allocate this budget - whether to put more girls into day school (Il-
Polei or Kimanjo Mixed Secondary Schools) or fewer girls into the more expensive but higher-achieving 
local boarding school, St. Francis Secondary School for Girls, and then to select which girls to award 
the scholarships.

For the 2014 school year, Solomon had the very difficult choice of selecting this year’s 10 Amazing Girls 
from more than 60 qualified applicants, each of whom had written detailed application letters and 
attended the selection weekend interviews held in January 2014.  Based on the fundraising totals for 
2014 to date, we estimate that the AMGP will be able to award another 6 to 8 new scholarships for our 
2015 intake.
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A Note on Teen Pregnancy

Over the summer, two of our Form 3 students had become pregnant. This matter, and the approach the 
AMGP takes in response, is obviously of great significance both to these girls and the wider program. 

Pregnancy is a difficult situation for a young teen, regardless of where she is in the world. In Laikipia, 
out-of-wedlock pregnancies are regarded as shameful; girls are not welcome at school and must stay at 
home for the duration. There are many factors and influences that lead to childhood pregnancy in 
Maasai culture, but statistics show that just staying in school reduces the chances of childhood 
pregnancy enormously. 

We believe that young mothers can still benefit greatly from additional schooling, and are committed to 
working with these girls to keep them in school. It has been confirmed that our sponsored girls will be 
permitted to return to their schools after childbirth; they will be required to repeat Form 3, but both girls 
have expressed their wish to resume schooling. Additionally, we have held a sex education workshop 
for the students, and it is our hope and goal to offer additional workshops in the future. 

We welcome any questions or comments on this subject or any other at info@amazinggirls.org.

AMGP Annual Report 2014 

In the following pages are photos from the Amazing Maasai Marathons and Global Run, introductions 
and updates from our Amazing Girls, and our profit & loss statement for the fiscal years ending 
December 31, 2012 and 2013. 

We must emphasize that none of the girls in the pages that follow would be in school without the 
generosity, support, and contributions of you, our donors. Instead, they would most likely be married by 
their families by the age of 15, destined to stay in the villages of their husbands, and tending to their 
children and livestock. Your donations have given these girls a chance to transform their own 
trajectories, avoid childhood marriage, and gain the skills and resources they need for employment and 
greater independence as adults. 
 
By the end of 2014, the AMGP will be awarding scholarships to its 4th intake of girls to secondary 
school for the school year commencing January/February 2015. If you would like to contribute to 
changing the futures of more talented young ladies, we wholeheartedly welcome any support through 
our online fundraising page, found here.

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the AMGP and all our Amazing Girls, we hope you find this report 
educational and thank you for your continued support.
 

Molly Fitzpatrick, Sarah Soulié, Paul Ark
AMGP Board Members
October 5, 2014
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The Amazing Maasai Ultra 2013
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The Amazing Maasai Marathon 2014
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The Amazing Maasai Global Run
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Port Macquarie, Australia Brisbane, Australia

Alice Springs, Australia

Ayer’s Rock, Australia
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Okinawa, Japan

Shanghai, China

Bangkok, Thailand

Singapore

Over 1,000 participants in 39 locations in 15 countries 
in support of Maasai girls’ education 
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Panama City, Panama Montreal, Canada
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Washington DC
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Saint Augustine, FL Charleston, SC
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AK
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Denver, CO

Yorkton, Canada
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Bozeman, MT

Los Angeles, CA

San Francisco, CA

Deer Park,
WA

Lake Roosevelt, 
WA
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Wenatchee, WA Vancouver, Canada
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The Amazing Girls
The following pages are words written by 35 of the 38 girls sponsored through the Amazing Maasai Girls 
Project, starting with our 10 newest Form 1 girls, and progressing to our Form 3 girls, who at year’s end 
will move on to their final year (Form 4) of secondary school.

The selection process to award the scholarships is straightforward: the headmasters and 
headmistresses of local primary schools identify girls who are academically high-achieving but 
financially-needy, and refer those names to the AMGP’s Scholarship Program Director Solomon Kimani. 
These girls are then invited to apply for the four-year scholarships and interview with Solomon and a 
panel comprised of the local academic board and community leaders. 

The girls who pass the interview process do so as a result of hard work and determination, both at 
primary school and in the selection process itself; it is not uncommon for a student to walk 15km each 
way to attend these interviews, and even these words they had written for this report were in English, 
their third language after Maa and Swahili. As their words demonstrate, they continue to work hard as 
they gain the confidence in themselves to dream of a future greater than their parents could give.

It is important to note that every aspect of getting an education is a day-to-day struggle for a Maasai 
girl. Most if not all of the girls sponsored by AMGP come from extremely poor backgrounds, often being 
one of a half dozen children. Many of the girls’ parents are unemployed, have chronic illnesses, or have 
already passed away. Further, females in traditional Maasai culture typically receive limited to no 
support or encouragement to pursue secondary education. After all, the marriage dowry for a girl is 
typically worth more than 10 cows and plenty of extras (goats, blankets, sugar etc.) to the family. To 
achieve even half-decent grades when faced with such obstacles at home is therefore no small feat. 
Nevertheless, these girls do so with quiet determination and dignity. They truly want to succeed, and 
find a way out of poverty for themselves, their families and their communities. 

That said, it bears mentioning that 2013 and 2014 were marked by periodic and prolonged teachers 
strikes, which affected schools across the country, and negatively impacted the amounts of course 
materials taught (and hence learned by students). Exam marks reported by students in this report 
partially reflect the impact of these strikes, but it is hoped that as the national teachers union is able to 
reach agreement with the government, teachers will be working to get students back on track 
academically. That hope is also reflected in the attitudes of our Amazing Girls, and in their words in the 
pages that follow.

We hope you are as proud of and inspired by our Amazing Girls as we are!
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Agnes Nadutari Maasia
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 1

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Mathematics because it is easy.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C+/B



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have become a realistic girl.



Future dreams?

To become a doctor.



What is your current home life like?

I am a girl of a single parent and unstable family.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

Thank you sponsors for your great support that you are giving to me and I would request you to pay for 

my full school fees.
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Christine Nelly Simpale
Kimanjo Mixed Secondary School, Form 1

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Chemistry, because I want to become a veterinary doctor.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

B+/A-



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have some changes due to knowledge enriches my mind and to have some future dreams.



Future dreams?

To become a veterinary doctor.



What is your current home life like?

Our home is very poor due to some problems that are facing me and my parents are not at work and 

that’s why we are poor.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I gratefully thank my sponsor for supporting me to this far. I would like to tell you to continue supporting 

me and God will bless you.
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Francisca Mamaiyo
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 1

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Christian Religious Education, as it leads to my career.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C+/B-



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

Finishing primary school is not the end of education.



Future dreams?

To be a doctor.



What is your current home life like?

I have a father and a mother and we have 2 goats.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

Thank you very much for supporting me.
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Jackline Sumail
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 1

Favorite subject at school, and why?

History, because I have to pursue my career with it.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C-/B-



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have seen myself as a determined person in our locality.



Future dreams?

To become a lawyer.



What is your current home life like?

I am a girl of a single parent who is not employed anywhere.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I would like to tell them to continue to support us in our education to improve our life.
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Mercy Sarioyo
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 1

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Geography and biology.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

B-/B



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I feel to have a future now that I thought wouldn’t have any.



Future dreams?

To be a doctor.



What is your current home life like?

They are very happy about your support to me.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I am very grateful for your sponsorship and looking forward to performing well in school. Consider me 

for a university chance when I perform well.
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Rita Meitiaki
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 1

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Mathematics, because I am able to manage the available resources through mathematical calculations.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C+/B-



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I can now speak fluent English



Future dreams?

To become an accountant.



What is your current home life like?

My parents have no livestock.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

To support me to the university after secondary school when I perform well.
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Sarbabi Pauline Sirite
Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 1

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Geography. Relates to my career



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C+/B-



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I could join the rest of the world to enjoy the right of education.



Future dreams?

To be a pilot



What is your current home life like?

Because we are from Mukogodo forest, my parents depend on gathering honey and sometime go to the 

market to sell the honey to get money.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

God bless you for your generosity.
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Selina Nasieku
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 1

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Biology, because it enables me to know more things about living beings.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

A-/A-



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I can be able to think more mature than when I had not joined secondary school



Future dreams?

To become a neurosurgeon.



What is your current home life like?

My parents are poor



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

Thank you all for your support.
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Teiya Josphine Kunini
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 1

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Chemistry.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C/B+



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have started and able to do difficult things and able to make my future bright.



Future dreams?

Nursing.



What is your current home life like?

My family are livestock keeping.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

For me is to thanksgiving you for the support that you had made for me.
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Unita Meshami
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 1

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Mathematics, because it is simple and I usually do well.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C+/B



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have known very well the importance of education.



Future dreams?

My future dream is to be a doctor.



What is your current home life like?

My family is poor and I have both parents and they are unemployed.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I would like to thank you for your support that you have given me.
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Gloria Nakampio
Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 2

Favorite subject at school, and why?

History and English. Help my morale in studying.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C/B-



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

Good education. Good health.



Future dreams?

Lawyer.



What is your current home life like?

It was not stable but now is stable because I am learning.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

First thanksgiving because of the support they had given to me to continue with my education.
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Hinda Merina
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

History & Government. It helps me know the history of my country Kenya and Africa at large.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C/C+



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have come to understand that reasoning is all about maturity and not age matters.



Future dreams?

To be a lawyer.



What is your current home life like?

My father works as a casual driver and my mother as a housewife



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

Thank you for your support. Could wish to be support in the university when I pass well.
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Jane Ntetekwa Kaparo
Kimanjo Mixed Secondary School, Form 2

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Math, because I understand it more.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C+/B-



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

My life has become better. I have seen that my future life will be better than being married (young).



Future dreams?

Pilot.



What is your current home life like?

Our home is poor that they could not support me in school.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

You have done great things in my life so thank you.
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Jeniffer Samaita
Kimanjo Mixed Secondary School, Form 2

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Biology. Like the practical part of it and can apply this one day.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

Not disclosed.



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

A big change because I would have not been doing my studies rather I would be married.



Future dreams?

To be a teacher.



What is your current home life like?

They are below the poverty line. They have no goats or any cows.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I appreciate very much for your support. God bless you.
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Lilian Halima
Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 2

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Christian Religious Education, because it teach more about the word of God.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C-/C+



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have started working hard in my academics.



Future dreams?

I would like to be a journalist.



What is your current home life like?

The life have been changed and started a new life in my family.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

Thank you sponsors for your support and without your support my academics being lost.
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Lilian Ntiemu Pere
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 2

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Christian Religious Education, because I learn more about God’s word.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C+/B-



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

When I join secondary school, I was able to express myself fully in English.



Future dreams?

To be an accountant.



What is your current home life like?

Since I join secondary school they are happy of my education and very thankful to God for the 

sponsors.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I thank them for supporting me in my secondary education.
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Nancy Pamela Maiyani
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 2

Favorite subject at school, and why?

History & English.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C/B



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

The style of studies have changed. I have been improving in exams.



Future dreams?

Lawyer.



What is your current home life like?

Since the time I got this scholarship my family have really changed and I know that after my education I 

would support my mom.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I would like to thank you for your support and may God grant you please and leave longer to continue 

support me.
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Nancy Morijo
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 2

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Agriculture.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C+/B



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

Wow! To be in high school is so great, hence there are a lot of changes both physically and mentally, 

such as in future dreams.



Future dreams?

To be a lawyer and also a great lady in society.



What is your current home life like?

Needy and thanks a lot for this sponsorship hence for this I will fulfill my future dreams.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

Just a word of thanks for this sponsorship and blessing from great father.
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Pamela Kaparo
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 2

Favorite subject at school, and why?

History, because it help with my career and also I perform excellently.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

B-/B



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

Improving better in terms of knowledge and skills and also doing best in my studies for believing my 

future life.



Future dreams?

Becoming a lawyer.



What is your current home life like?

Some struggles because parents are jobless and also they just have a wish to thank you all sponsors for 

the great work for me. But in spite of challenges and struggles they have reasons to thank you.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

Mine is just to thank you and also to pray for you for God’s blessings to be upon you people. My 

prayers and desires in hearts be fulfilled.
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Samaria Monto
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 2

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Physics. Helps me in day to day life.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

B-/B



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have realised my own rights through education.



Future dreams?

To be a teacher.



What is your current home life like?

They are below the poverty line. They have 3 goats and no cows.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

They are doing a wonderful job in supporting me and the rest to pursue the right of education.
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Consolata Safari
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Mathematics, because it is easy and concerning to my career.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C-/C+



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have become intelligent.



Future dreams?

To become a nurse.



What is your current home life like?

I am a girl of a single parent and unstable family.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I would like to thank my sponsors for the support that they are giving to me and God bless them so 

much.
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Elizabeth Ndira
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

History & Government. It leads me to my career.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C/B-



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

Education in secondary school has changed myself since I have known the importance of education, 

and morals of working hard is now stimulated since I want to achieve my goal.



Future dreams?

I would like to be a psychologist.



What is your current home life like?

We are a family of 4 children and a single parent.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

That as a kind request, when I complete my Form 4 level, they take me to the university. I also REALLY 

APPRECIATE them for support my education. God bless.
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Erina Pardero
Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Chemistry. I like the equations.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

D+/C



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I am able to defend my rights.



Future dreams?

To be a nurse



What is your current home life like?

My father is a honey collector, sell in the market for a living.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

Continue with that spirit of supporting me.
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Hellen Meshami
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Biology. I would like to pursue my career with it.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C/B+



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have seen myself as a determined person in our locality.



Future dreams?

Being a doctor.



What is your current home life like?

My family is made up of 9 children. Both my parents are household. They are earning their living through 

making crafts and selling.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I would really like to thank them for the support that they have given me. May God bless them and 

continue to sponsor more girls.
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Jecinta Naserian
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Business, because it will lead me to my career.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C-/C+



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have adapted to school life and being an educated person who will become a leader tomorrow and 

help others.



Future dreams?

To become a bank manager.



What is your current home life like?

I am from a humble family.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I would like to thank them for the scholarship and praying for them.
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Joyce Naimado
Kimanjo Mixed Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Geography/history.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C+/B+



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have seen myself changing because I find myself learning well and start knowing things which I was 

not knowing.



Future dreams?

I would like to be a lawyer.



What is your current home life like?

Our home life currently is not running well because I don’t have a place to study so I would like to join a 

boarding school.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

Thanks for the school fees.
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Juliet Sinoi
Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Business, because it matches with my career after school which is to be an accountant.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C-/C+



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

Actually there has been a big change since I never thought I could be an achiever becauseI was notbest 

in primary school but since I joined secondary school I realized that passing or achieving depends on 

my hard work.



Future dreams?

To be an accountant.



What is your current home life like?

The family is not well up at this moment due to poverty.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

These are my words to you, dear sponsor. I am very much grateful for your good support. Thank you 

very much sponsor and may God bless and grant you peace.
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Lilian Legei
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Geography, because it is easily understandable.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C/B-



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have become more intelligent.



Future dreams?

To become a doctor.



What is your current home life like?

I am a girl of both parents who are illiterate and not employed.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I would like to thank my sponsor for supporting me in my education and I promise to work hard in order 

to improve my grade.
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Magdaline Larpei
Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Christian Religious Education because it teach more about life and how to overcome some challenges 

in life for the good life in future.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C-/C+



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have been working hard in my academics so that I have the heart of helping other people.



Future dreams?

I would like to be an accountant.



What is your current home life like?

Their life have not been good since the little they earn in their life has been used to provide only for the 

needs of the family.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I would like to thank them so much for the support they have given me and my family and tell them to 

have still that heart of helping other people and may God bless them.
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Martha Mosiany
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Agriculture; it boosts my grade.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C-/C+



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

Less time being wasted due to lack of school fees.



Future dreams?

To be a better person in the community. To be a doctor.



What is your current home life like?

It is a very poor family where less people are educated due to lack of money and wealth like livestock.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

Thank them for the great support towards our education.
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Mary Regina Larpei
Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Biology because of my career.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C+/B-



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

A big change since I want to achieve my goal.



Future dreams?

To be a teacher.



What is your current home life like?

They are a happier family because of your great support.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I want to thank them for the great support they are giving to us.
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Rose Kiloku
Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Christian Religious Education. Loves the Bible.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

D+/C



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I got motivative friends who are making a change in life.



Future dreams?

To be a secondary school teacher.



What is your current home life like?

Because my parents are supportive on education and they will try whatever way to help me to pursue 

my education, they ask me always to use this opportunity for I was lucky to get this scholarship.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

Thank you for your wonderful support.
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Silvia Meshami
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Business, because I do perform well and also I love it very much.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C-/C+



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I became more intelligent and I know the importance of education.



Future dreams?

To be a doctor.



What is your current home life like?

Poor.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

To thank you for your support and I also promise to work hard and improve my grades.
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Teresia Mayiani
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

Mathematics, because it is simple and understandable.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C/B-



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have become realistic and able to express myself.



Future dreams?

To become a better person (lawyer).



What is your current home life like?

I am from a very poor and humble and family.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I would like to thank my sponsor who has been supporting me up to this level.
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Valerie Julius Silakan
St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 3

Favorite subject at school, and why?

English, it leads me to my career.



Grade in last exams? Target grade for next exams?

C/B-



What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?

I have adopted the school life and have been able to overcome the challenges in school.



Future dreams?

To become a lawyer.



What is your current home life like?

I am from a humble family with no livestock and not working.



Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries across the world?

I would like to tell them thank you for the support they are giving us and for making us become 

somebody in society.
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Amazing Girls, 2014
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Income Statement
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Fundraising Summary
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Donor Roster 2014
The Amazing Maasai Girls Project extends its thanks to its nearly 300 individual & family donors who will 
make it possible to send even more Amazing Girls to high school, and apologizes to anyone who was 
negligently and unintentionally omitted from this list.
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Shanda & Kevin Adams
Puspita Adiastari
Noor Al-Rashid
Supamas Ananjinda^
Ross Anderson & Katie Hewitt
Anonymous
Pratana Areepitak^
Nicha & Paul Arks
Aungkhana Arkkrapridi*
Thalida Em Arpawong^
Josh Ashley
Nicholas Aster
Bogdan Aurelian
Jason Baer
Cristina Baicoianu-Aurelian
Michelle Baker
Sophie Barde
Beverly Barnard
Chad Barth
Lex Basits^
Nick Bell
Derek Bender
Daniele Besana
Hugo Bezerra
Vaishali Bhide
Emily Bjork
Joan Blace-Collins
Silvia Bonvini^
Jacqueline Booker^
Lisa Boyle
Tyler Brabson
Rosalie Breen
Bridgette Brinkmann
Sara Brown
Sandra Brown
Heather Bruneau
Igor Budynyatsky
April Buoy
Todd Busse
Steve Bussey & Steffanie Granato-Bussey
Travis Cadorette*

Myriam Calvo
Dr. Chaiyapruk
Niyada Changtrakul
Brian Checkoway
Jeffrey Chen*
Chamachote Chokboonmongkul
Tom Chous
Joe Church
Kristen Cleven
Julia Coelho
Ellie Coen
Marcia Cole
Ami Collins
William Collins
Rachal Cox
Matthew Coyle
Sean Coyle
Pornpimol Damrongsiri^
Jane Davis*
Jonathan Davis
Menaka DeSilva
Michael Dhunjishah
Krystal Di Stefano
Dayana Diaz
Dalys Dixon
Jennifer Dolge
Julia Donaldson*
Jamie Dover*
Florence Druguet
David Dudek
Rachel Duncan
Nancy Duque
Elke Duwel
Suzanne Dysard
Neil & Helen Edsons
Charlotte Egrix
Sarah Evers
Elise Fabricant
Linnet Fawcett
Sebastian Fey
Samantha Fisher*

Karen Fitzpatrick
Kirt Fitzpatrick
Amanda Fitzsimmons
Victoria Flint
Rose Fong
Kayley Freshman-Caffrey
Kali Friedmann
Erin Fuller
Mariagrazia Galimberti
Matthew Gardner
Yupin Garnjanavigai
Rosie Garza
Sandrine Giacobino
Emily Gish
Andrea Good
Julia Granada
Anitra Gruen
Manav Gupta
Holly Hamilton
Charles & Lori Hammer
Raymond Heraty
Jamie Hicks
Katrina Him Villalobos
Ruth Hintono
Richard Hirst*
John Hogan
Irene Hong
Natalia House
Nelson, Kim & Kai Hsu
Angela Huang
Jennifer Hunt*
Jane Hutchison
Melanie Huxdorf
Zee Ivanova
Michael J. Iwanik
T. Hardy Jackson
Sutthikorn Jairapaitoon
Rodjanamon Jaismut^
Kulvech & Vinita Janvatanavit^
Anuchar Jitjaturunt^
Priscilla Johanson

*   Denotes a two-time donor
^  Denotes a three-time donor
s  Denotes a four-time donor
Bold italics denotes current or previous Amazing Maasai Marathon runner
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David George Johnson
Kari Johnson
Teresa Johnson
Kelly Johnston
Robert Jones
Narumon Juthaprateep*
Kilina Karintasut
Elisabeth & Rai Katimansah
Caroline Kaufmann*
Nikky Keer
Scott Keller & Mishi Saran (& Lia!)
Bronwyn Kelly
Kulkanist Khamsirivachara
Cindy Khoo*
Lynn Kiangsoontra
Roy Kim
Jason Kinsey
Muthita Kitirienglap^
Justin Kjetsaa
Theodore Knipfing
Janin Kompor^
Cor Kool
Meghan Kovar
Sitanun Kullapataya
Mike Laconicos
Nithi Laophulsuk
Paul Laseter
Terence Lau & Annie Wang
Quynh Ngan Le*
Aer & Ken Lee*
Pedro Leonardo
Anchalee Lersvidhaya
Tattarom Lertkul^
Jim Lerttanapaiboon
Karyn Levy
Joshua Lindberg
Mary Lings
Mary Linn
Virginia Lo & Kevin Pratesa*
Courtney Long
Xenia Lu*
Peter Lumsdaine
Rui Ma*
David MacDowell
Lucy Manchester
Peter Mani
Wulan Mantik
Poonsap Markpong
Melissa Martinka
Ben Matranga
Christopher McBride
Robert McBride
Shayna McCartney
Tony McGee
Choochart Mechinda
Yira Mendoza
Lauren Merenda
Kimberly Minana
Nathan Monaghan


Lauren Morosoff
Michael Morris
Shannon Morrison
Dheeraj Motwani
Jade Moy*
Sarah & Matt Mullen
Kimberly Murdoch
T. Nguyen
Jesse Nishinaga
Pringprai Nitayanont*
Tony Notos
Yadira Ortega
Kathryn Page
Carlos Palma
Anek Pana-Apichon^
Naphat Panjakunatorn^
Sarah Parobec
Pradtana Patsaman*
Pornson Pattanasil
Rex Patterson
Lauren Patti
George Pemberton
Ekkaphon Phonyiam
Akarin & Poranee Phureesitr^
Maria Pinto
Caitlin Pollock
Chariya Poopisit
Nathiya Porritts
Samantha Post
Keerati Prasarnthai*
Tatsawan Preedawipad
Patricia Prescott
Bunchai Punturaumporn
Hario Rahutomo
Arnuparb Rakariyapong
Piyamitn Rangsitienchai*
Brigitte Ranne
Joy Ren & Jamie Shepherd
Jacky Reyes
Jessica & Colin Rice^
Susan Richardson
Anthony Roberts
Bridget Roche*
Lisa Rodrigues
Paulina Rojas
Sara Rolfs
Reginald Rovisa
Jody Roy
Somsri Ruchaponkul*
Lee A. Russler^
Pattaralada Sa-Ngasang^
Penchan Sakolvittayanont*
Sorasa Santayanon
Hector Santiago
Hiroko Sato
Jon Sato
Sumol & Sawat Samakkheenitch^
Sasamon Sanguansin
Jered Schaugaard

Martina Schermer
Kristin Schwarz
Rodney Schwarzhuber
Cynthia Schweer^
Kira & Dan Seibel
Rahul Sekhars
Marianne Sessler
Andrew Shih
Eric Shoulta
Amy Singer*
Khwankhao Sivaraksa
Brenden Smith
Michele Smith
Peera Sopitpongstorn
Carolina Soulié*
Kevin Spencer
Satit Srikasemwong
Amy Steinbacher
Joel Stephen
Ross Stewart
Sondra Stokes
David Stubbings
Chanida Suriyapraphadilok^
Montri Suwanposri^
Alana Sweeney
Suzanne Swint
Yoko Takenaka
Shan Tan
Anne Tanaka & Stewart Park
Duangporn Teerapabpaisit
Nestor Tejero
Pakawat Temiyasathit
Colin Thompson
Poonyot Thiapairat^
Jeannie Tran^
Lucky Tran^
Sornya & Dan Tzuang
Derek Vandivere
Sukanya Vanichjakwong
Shirrin Visetpakdee^
Daniel Wallmark
Lance Wang
Betty, Bill, Blessing & Benison Waungs
David Wehl
Maya Wiest
Molly Wilson
Stephanie Wilson
Attaporn Wisessint
Joe Wong
Michelle Woo
Amy Wood
Roselle Wood
Meriel Woodward
Tim Wright
Amy Yen
Katie Zakreski
Zinta Zommers
Jenifer Zygmond


*   Denotes a two-time donor
^  Denotes a three-time donor
s  Denotes a four-time donor
Bold italics denotes current or previous Amazing Maasai Marathon runner
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The Amazing Maasai Girls Project also extends its thanks to its corporate donors & partners, who 
donated the many attractive prizes that made the Shanghai Silent Auction 2013 such an incredible 
success.

http://www.alive-sh.com
http://www.dragonfly.net.cn/en/
http://gogarestaurants.com
http://infinitetwist.com
http://www.kaiba-beerbar.com/en/location.aspx
http://www.nakedretreats.cn
http://www.olloclip.com
http://www.reebokcrossfitmewellness.com
http://www.roosterchina.com
http://saleepepeshanghai.com
http://www.expatcucina.com
http://www.shangri-la.com/guangzhou/shangrila/
http://www.spinbackfitness.com
http://www.sproutlifestyle.com
http://www.sproutworks.com.cn
http://theutlab.com
http://www.vcleanse.com

